Stii -Ads in limb o

come into the Stu-A office to up date the StuBY DAVIDHOLTZMAN
Ads files. Milgram said his class schedule did
Features Editor
not allow him time to come into Stu-A, according to Johnson.
The Stu-Ads program, which normally
"I think he is very bitter," said Johnson. "I
raises about $6,000 annually to hel p fund think he feels like he owes us nothing."
clubs, will not reach that goal this year.
"We would still like to run the program
The operation was put on hold in August low key, but we don 't even know where we
when Andrew Milgram '96 lost his driver's are now," said Johnson.
license and was asked to resign, according to
Stu-Ads was conceived as a means of raisStudent Association (Stu-A) President Marinel ing funds for all Colby clubs, rather than
Mateo '94.
having each one go out individually and ask
"We'll probably get [Stu-Ads] going again, businesses for support, said Nieman.
but at a slow pace,"
"Stu-A can dessaid Mateo.
ignate which clubs
For the past four
will get the money/'
yearsStu-Ad shas been
'said Nieman. The
i(W0would &titt like io run the
a lucrative way for Stucheerleading squad
A to produce addiand The Resp onse
p r o g r a mlow hey, but wedon 't
tional funding . A
both got their start
even knowwhemweure now."
Colby student tradithree years ago
tionally arra nges conthanks to money
tracts for businesses to
brought in by Stuadvertise on Colb y
Ads, he said.
products, including a wall phone directory,
Stu-Ads typically accounts for between
bookmarks, wall posters and mailings, said $5000 and $6000 in an average year, accordTullio Nieman, director of Student Activities. ing to Elliot Barry '94, Stu-A treasurer.
Milgram left Stu-Ads in early August and
"It's a loss,but it's not something we have
has not been replaced. Now, the program is to have," said Barry.
"in limbo," according to Bonnie Johnson '94,
The main problem is that the relationship
Stu-A vice-president.
between Stu-Ads and area businesses may
"We were kind of stranded [when Milgram have suffered , said Johnson. Stu-Ads has releft]," said Johnson. "We've lost weeks on ceived money from some firms and is considStu-Ads, and we need to recontact the busi- ering returning it and canceling the program
nesses [Milgram] made contact with."
for this year.
Milgram contacted some local businesses
"We d epend on that money a lot/' said
but kept no files, said Johnson. "It's been all Johnson. "But I would feel wrong to take it.
verbal. We need to find out what was said and They are probably wondering what's going
was promised."
on an d may have lost bu siness because of
Stu-Ads was "d oing a banner job when this."
he stopped working on it, said Milgram. "I
The phone directory, which u sually actold them I'd be happy to come back in and fill counts for the largest portion of Stu-Ads adin the blanks if they had any questions."
vertising, was pr inted last weekend, said
However, Johnson said she has called Johnson.Q
Milgram four or five t imes asking him to
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ACE to discuss alcohol deliveries
lege in the state of Maine that allows this
practice/'she said. "It is not permitted at
Bowdoin or Rates**'
: Contributing Writer
"We are sending a bid message to
people/ said Kassman* "We ate saying
llitefalltheACE (Akoholin a Campus that alcohol is so good, it is delivered to
Environment) committee will consider your doo? at Colby/'
banningthe delivery of alcohol to non"If the students want to drink they are
goingtodrink/ said AshleyShort '94, the
registered parti*s>
last year's ACE committee, which is Heights head resident. "People will he
comprised of hofh faculty and students, Yery angry and there will b e more of f camsuggested fo Janice A* Kassmanr dean of pusparties If they change the rule* In the
studenf $, that Colby disallow alcohol de- worse case scenario there would be more
liveries to individuals* rooms on. campus, drinking and driving/'
said Kassman.
The A.C& committee is expected to
ACE was formed last year to examine discuss the safety concerns of the issue
the issue after a number of parents before making a decision*
compl«_mtedabout thecurrentpoltcy,said
"Obviousl y tbe issue of drinking and
Kassmatfc. ACE met four times throughout driving is something the group will conthe yea& according to committeemember sider/ said Kassman*'The bottom'line is
each student makes a personal decision
Mc Kemp 'U<
"Webeaidseveralcomplaint*from par- whether or not to drink and drive and
ents, Who thought it was strange that the whether or not theCollege bans the delivCof leg*was allowingalcohol deliveries to ery of alcohol lo non-registered events
should not effect that/7
individual doimtooms/ said Kassman*
"When AC&looked intoIhe issue,we.
. Anotherconcern is the issue of enforces
found khat Colby wasthe only maj or col* ment,
" "If they do change -he rule, I don't
think theyblitheable toregulateit/sasd
Short*
If the decision is made to change the
current
policy,it will not b e madeany time
.
. in the immediate future, according to
. Kassman*If ACE approvesthemeasure it
wouldthen need theapproval of the Presidents Council.
'The earliest the new rule could be
implementedwould be daringthe second
: semester/ said Kassman.
''Ultimately We hope to be abJe to reach
a conclusion on how alcohol should he
dealt with on the campus/ said Kemp,
"last year webasically served as a bridge
. between the students snd the faculty, We
*ea% were Just carrying out the ground
workfor this yea/s committee/'Q
,
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Smokers are out in the cold
BY ELIZABETH HERBERT
Asst. News Editor

•

Smoking w ill be banned in the St reet of
the Library and in the brid ge between the Spa

and the Student Center beginning Oct. 4 as
Colby comes into compliance with a Maine
sta te law bann i ng smoking in all public buildings.
Smoki ng is already prohibited in academic
buildings on campus and in private offices,
according to Administrative Vice President
Arnold Yasinski.
St u den t s are sti ll allow ed t o smok e i n t heir
in dividual rooms as long as their roommates
agree, and residence halls can vote on whether
or no t t o d esi gna t e a smoki ng lounge, said
Yasinski.
Smoking is banned in the street because
"the library street is a public hallway/' and
therefore
must be smoke-free to adhere to
ph oto by Cina Wertheim
Maine laws, said Yasinski.
Dean of Students Janice A Kassman, left , and Colby students help plan t
The Maine state law will not come into
annual bulbs donated by Linda Cotter,

effect until January 1994, hut Colby decided
to institute the no-smoking policy at the beginning of the academic year.
"It makes sense to do it at the begi nn i ng o f
the academic year," said Yasinski. "We set a
date of Oct. 4 to give peop le ti me t o get used
to the idea and to let people react and comment."
Yasinski said that even if the college gets
comp laints from smokers about the new
policy, the college cannot do anything to
chang e it as t h e Col by policy mirrors a state
law.
There will be a smokin g section in the Spa,
a lt houg h its location has not yet been determined , according to Yasinski.
"Th e Spa is a more complica ted issue,"
said Yasinski. A subcommittceisbeing formed
to work out the details of the new smoking
policy, he said.
Al t hough t he Spa is a public building, i t is
also a restau rant and therefore may offer a
See SMOKING on page 3.
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Chuck D. to rap at Colby
h i

On Thursd ay, Sept. 23 rap
musician Chuck D of Public Enemy will speak at the Spotlight
Lecture.
Chuck D, born Carelton
Ridenour, was raised in the racially mixed town of Roosevelt,
New York. He attended Adel phi
University, originally planning
to pursue a career as a graphic
designer. He got caught up in
the burgeoning hard core rap and
hip hop scene while working as a
deejay f or the college's radio station.
•He met up with other students interested in rap, including producer Hank Shocklee and
William Drayton , now known as
Flavor Flav. Public Enemy recorded its first album in 1987 and
is probably best known for the
song "Fight the Power" that was
featured in Spike Lee's 1989
movie Do the Right Thing.
Chuck D's lectureon the 23rd
will probably concern the mix of
rap and politics, according to
KebbaTolbert '94, Student Assop hoto courtesy of Communications
ciation cultural chair.
"Blacks in the public eye have Public Enemy 's Chuck 2X»
to be ready and willing to take on
more than one role because we don't get that many chances to make a difference/ said Chuck
D in a biography. "I'm aware that I am a media control point with my ability to reach the public
through shows, record's, lectures and television and I am not afraid to take that challenge."
CK.W.)

Moosenet comes to Colby

No, "Moosenet" is not an early warning tracking system for rampant moose. It is an
information network that will scroll dates, times and other Colby related information on
televisions in the dining halls,the street of the library, and the Health Center, said Earl Smith,
dean of the College. The software that controls Moosenet is not operational yet, but the
college hopes to have it working sometime next week, according to Smith.
Smith hopes that Moosenet will eventually replace Mooseprints and cut down on the
College's paper waste. Moosenet will be able to broadcast bulletins faster than the paper
Mooseprints. The dean's office will prompt Moosenet, and the AV department will
broadcast it, according to Smith.
Lock boxes to3 keep the televisions permanently on the Moosenet channel have not been
installed, according to Smith. Smith said that rather than watch other televisions shows, he
wishes people would just "turn the darn things off."(W.G.)

Still the question is asked: "Who shot JFK?"
In this week's Spotlight Lecture,Kennedy assasination expert Bob Harris will examine the
factual evidence surrounding the President'sdeath.Harris has spent seven years researching
the assasination and has spent the past four years on the lecture trail speaking about the
assisnation and his findings, according to a Communications press release.
In addition to the 11 a.m. Spotlight Lecture Harris will give a two hour presentation
Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Page Commons Room.^The presentation and the lecture rely solely
on physical evidence, original testimony and government documents, according to Harris.
Harris will also show a short film which includes segments of the Abraham Zapruder home
movie and Harris' own research. (W.G.)

Chapel recap, again ...
The Campus Community Committee
will resume its discussion on religious symbols this fall, according to William Cotter,
president of the College.
'The College is committed to using our
facilities for the support of all religious
groups at Colby," said Cotter. "[In the
future,] the emphasis will be less on symbols and more on educating students about
the religious diversity Colby has to offer."
The Religious Symbols Subcommittee is
folio wingupon thecontroversy which arose
last year because the cross on Lorimer
Chapel only represents one religion.
Some students felt that the cross on the
chapel did not create a welcoming atmosphere for all students attending Collegescheduled nonreligious events,such as Spotlight Lectures. The Religious Symbols Subcommittee provides a way for students and
faculty to express their ideas and concerns
about religious expression on campus.
The committee reported to the Campus
Community Committee last fall that the
cross should remain on the top of Lorimer
Chapel. It also recommended that the addition of other religious symbols be considEchofile photo
ered, based on feedback from faculty and
The cross on top of Lorimer Chapel.
students. (LP.)

Student targeted outside Drummond
An individual threw an object from the balcony of Drummond Saturday night that
almost hit a girl walking nearby, according to
John Frechette, Director of Safety and Security.
"We believe the object was a bottle of seltzer water," said Frechette. No one was directly
hit, he said.
"It was someone's idea of a joke," Frechette said. "Reports indicate it was pretty clear that
it was thrown deliberately."
The Dean of Student's Office is investigating the incident.(E.H.)

The Class of 1993 speaks

students staff, and anyone who's interested between first and senior years. Some students said Colby has a reputation as a party
may read the report," said Helm.
KATIE McGOVERN
Students had mostly positive comments school, but one transfer student said,
Contributing Writer
for the attention they received from faculty. "Dartmouth makes Colby look like
"If you are willing to make the effort, faculty Disneyland."
Praise for personal contact with faculty are willing
Many of
to take inand criticism of campus housing options were terest,"
those
intersaid one stuamong the opinions expressed by the Colby dent. However, stuviewed said
Class of 1993 in their spring exit interviews. dents uniformly critidrinking is
"Every senior is asked to be interviewed
an "inevicized the advising sysby a staff member. They are given an oppor- tem.
table" part of
tunity to tell what they think about their
"•*tVilv?*,*!*•'.*, ."E3IvW'Wi'iW^i'Svv!'!'"Is*!*.vS"?JvX'Xv X'X'X v
*•¦
•'Xvlv '•* »•?Jv!•!•> *,• •VPov i v.'itirtjK'iVt ii™ JTI't".'¦
college life.
"IfColbytried todeexperience at Colby. It's meant to be an open
Many of the
sign the worst advising •iffi&
ff imff ifi
X^I^W'X^XwK'W'JiX'W'tytt 'Wtt
discussion/ said Patricia Helm, assistant di- system
gra
d ua ti ng
possible, they
rector of Student Activities.
seniors said
did a great job/said one
The current senior exit interview, now in
student. Freshman advisors took the heavi- titat the College s stricter drinking regulaits fourth year, replaced a survey that asked est criticism and were
described by one stu- tions pushed drinking off campus and instudents toquantitativelyrateaspectsof their dent as "a joke, non-existent,
or a just a per- creased drunk driving. Others maintained
time at Colby. The old survey was imper- son who
signed papers/' Seniors suggested that the administration simply needs to desonal, whilethecurrentinterviewisdesigned . creating a peer advising system for first year fine policy and enforce it consistently.
to "inform both the student and the adminis- students and assigning
Most graduating seniors agreedthat distudents to a faculty
tration, to have a conversation. All involved advisor in their area of interest.
versity is lacking at Colby, according to
learn a lot," she said.
Students also criticized the housing sys- Helm'sreport. One interviewerreported that
Of the 470 seniors contacted, 299 came in
tem. Many said that all seniors should be "the most widely held view on the question
for an interview with one of 44 staff memallowed to live off-campus if that is their of differences was that Colby exposes stubers. Interviewers were given a list of queschoice. Since seniors have different lifestyles dents to the 'theoryin the classroom, but in
tions, rang ing from academics to social life, than other Colby students, there should be this white, middle class environment there
to use as a spring board for conversation. some all senior d orms,
would never be much opportunity for subsaid some seniors.
Intel-viewers compiled student comments
stantive
'practice'."
One lifestyle difference was alcohol coninto reports which were compiled into a final sumption. Consumption tended to diminish
"As a minority from a very heterogereport by Helm. "All senior staff, dean of
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neous background , I had to learn about living in a homogeneous culture," said one
student. Some students said Colby could
improve the situation by offering more culturally diverse courses. Other students felt
that "thecollege could not force [students] to
grow and become more tolerant and that the
College clearly has gone too far in its attempt
to 'P.C.'everyone and everything."
Almost all students interviewedwho participated in a Colby program abroad praised
the cultural aspects but said the academics
were belowColby standards.
Most students were in favor of Jan Plan
though somefelt it needs more structure and
purpose. Some felt internships were the most
beneficial use of Jan Plan. Others mentioned
it wasagood timetorestand "screwanound."
Several st udent sexpressed di ssatisfaction
with the tenure system. Many felt tenure
decisions were too secretive,
Some students were concerned that the
administration "t urns a b lind eye"to underground fraternitiesand otherssaid the "Greek
system has not been replaced with anything
that would similarly encourage social involvement on campusand help sustain friendships."
Seniors praised Colby's small class size,
food service,COOT, club sportsand beauty.?

Construction proj ects leave Colby all torn up
ELIZABETH HERBERT
Asst. News Editor

Students may falsely assume
that a hurricane ripped through
Colby this summer as they dodge
holes,backhoes and orange fences.
In fact, the campus was not a
victim of a natural disaster, but is
undergoing a number of renovation projects including rebuilding
thefieldhouse,instaIlinga new central heating plant, renovating the
chemistry labs in Keyes, constructing handicapped access ramps for
Miller Library, rebuilding 10 tennis courts, and remodeling classrooms in Roberts Union.

SMOK ING
continued fr omp age 1.
smoking section.
The subcommittee will also discuss whether to allow smoking at
parties.
"We haven't figured out yet how
smoking at parties willbe handled,"
said Yasinski.
The administration is'hoping
that the new policy will not have to
be enforced, but it is considering
setting fines for people who refuse
to comply with the law.
""Initially we will ask people to
cease and desist, and maybe we
will set fines,"said Yasinski. "We're
not going to start with fines."
Yasinski said that Safety and
Security may be called on to enforce the policy, but he is hoping

"It is overwhelming,"said Alan
Lewis, director of Physical Plant.
"We've had a very busy year."
Over $10 million has gone into
constructioncurrentlyunderwayat
Colby.
The new central heating plant,
located next to the fieldhouse, is
nearly complete, according to
Lewis, who projects a completion
dateof Sept. 20. Theold system will
not be dismantled until the spring,
to make sure there isbackup in case
of failure.
The $3million project began last
April and involves threelargeboilers, which will supply all of the
steam to the campus. The new system is much more environmentally

safe than the old one, said Lewis.
"The emissions are much
cleaner," he said. "Predictions suggest we have reduced emissions by
50 percent."
Oil tankswillno longer be stored
underground, eliminating the
chances of undetected leakage, another environmental hazard. The
new system also burns less oil, and
the financial savings will be about
20 percent, said Lewis.
Three laboratoriesin Keyeswere
rebuilt and should be completely
finished by Sept. 10, said Lewis.
The laboratories havenew lighting,
lab benches, floors, and better ventilation.

that it will not be necessary.
"My guess is the vast majority
of people will be relieved,"he said.
Janice A. Kassman,dean of students, also hopes fines will not be
necessary.
"We're hoping that people will
comply since it's a health issue,"
said Kassman.
Student interest in smoking cessation programs is low at Colby,
said p hysician assistant, Alden
Kent, who noted that help is available for those who are interested in
breaking their smoking habit.
Kent is unsure exactl y how
many Colby students are smokers,
but he said that smoking is on the
increase on many college campuses.
"There's a huge percentage [of
Colby students who smoke]," said
Jane Bailey '96, who is a smoker.

"That's not counting party Vorrvcf iani
smokers."
Inlas* week'*Echo,<foe name oi;Cafe!?Cooks* student mwiz was
There is an "utter lack of re- reported incotrectly*
The <oia»ct name is Talking Sack i& Sexual
spect for smokers" at Colby, ac- Pt_ssui__ "
cording to Scott Cole '95.
"It'sgoing to suck,but the worst
thing about [the new smoking bans!
is that they didn't even ask us,"said
Cole, who is frustrated that smokers like himself will no longer be
allowed to smoke in the Street of
40 ELM ST •' WATERVILLE
^Mp^iwp^
the Library. "We can't do anything
about it."
HOURS :
^ S w ^ M SUN - THURS
Cole said that the main problem
11am-lam
i
m& i
with the policy is that there will be
no place designated for smokers in
the library.
"As a smoker, even I can find
buy any pizza at
MANIC MONDAY
the smoke offensive sometimes. I
REGULARPRICE AND GET A
.
,
think there should be a designated
SECOND PIZZA
area." said Cole. ?
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The College plans to make the
lower level of the Page Commons
room handicapped-accessible in the
late fall, said Lewis.
Other projects already finished
includeclassroom renovation in the
PsychologyDepartment in Robert's
Union.
"The space wasreconfiguredfor
small research rooms," said Lewis.
The project involving the renovation of the tennis courts is still
under way, with six courts completed and four more to be ready
within a month,said Lewis. Drainage is improved and the base is
better, which should make for
smoother courts, said Lewis.Q
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McCOY

"They were outmoded and in
poor shape," said Lewis. "There
probably were safety problems."
The College is also installing
handicapped-accessible ramps at
various buildings to comply with
the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Construction for a ramp leading to
Miller Library has already begun
on the side of the building adjacent
to Robert's Row.
The construction on the project
is extensive and involves numerous holes for drainage, said Lewis.
"Now we need to get in there
and build ramps," said Lewis,who
hopes the project will be finished
by Oct. 1.
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Hurry For Best Selection
I Come See the New SALOMON goof Line! I

lOSEP -TS

%M CLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS

Main St., Fairfield • 453-9756

873-718 1

RT. 104 PINE RIDGE GOLF COURSE
W. RIVER RD., WAT ERVILLE, ME 04901

CHINESE AND AMERICAN CUIS INE
• 10% Student Discount (Dine-In or Carry-Out ) •
•
•
with Colby Student I.D. -¦ 7 Days a Week.
•
Not valid with any other offe r
/
Better Taste , Belte r Value
All food prepare d with cholesterol-free-oil
Sunday Buffet: 11:30-2: 00 Buy One , Get 2nd
4:30-8:00 at Half-Price!
Lunch Buffet: Monday-Thurs day 11:30-1:30
***We ekly Dinner Specials ***

$5.75

MON-THUR: 11:00-8:45

,

,

,

ond weekend
FRI & SAT: 11:00-9:45 Large P.art y recommended.
SUNDAY* 11-30 8-45 reservations

SOCCER
continuedf r omp a g e12
leads a vaunted striker duo with
sophomore Ma rc Small . Spencer
stepped up and lead the team in
scoring his sophomore year, then
nurtur ed Small last year, assisting
with eight of Small'steam high ten
goals.
'In our opponents ,th er e are not
many players that play like him/
said Head Coach Mark Serdjenian.
They don't have the one-on-one
skills. [Spencer ] can do uncanny
things. "
'Tithan is a great example of a
natural forward /' said Skulley. 'In
my opinion he isthe best forward in
the league. If you put two guys on
him, it leaves Small wide open. "
Both Spencer and Small rarel y
find a shot they do not like, and
both have the skill to convert. The
forward spot is solidly backed up
by three-year letter winner D.C
Gagnon '94.
TheMule 'sdefenseis solid-with
three backs and a pack of defensive-minded midfielders retu rnin g.
Sophomore fullback Bill Lanagan
is comingoff last year 's knee injury,
but is back to form and is
complimented by his classmate , the
speedy but erratic Robin Ottoway.
At sweeper is Brian Pompeo '95,
who is coming off a physical 1992
campaign where he was slapped
with two red cards. One came in the
ECAC semi-finals , which will force
him to sit out this year 's opener
against Midd lebury.
The stopper position , vacant af-

ter the departure of captain Rod
Corey *92, is a question mark. Look
for Lanagan to be bumped up to
stopper , with senior Aram
Goudzousian.
In betweenthe posts for his second year as starter is Caleb Mason.
Mason , a bulk y six foot junior , is
coming off a tremendous '92 season in which he allowed only 11
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(Main e's Best Homemade )

64oz
Ballan
turalt Light
bott le IS

Suitcases 9&
Na
Milwaukee 's Best & Best Light Cases 83
Natural Light Half-Barrels 33S

We now have the largest selection of domestic and import
beers in Central Maine.
_____^
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& Other yummy treats.

ine Ale

Week's Specials

Discount Beverage and Redempt ion Center
Open Sun. thru Wed. till 9 pm
Thurs till 10 pm, Fri and Sat till Midnight
873-6228
>2 Front Street

93 Main Street-Stem's Building Waterville

FEATURING
& Miss Plum's Ice Cream

This

IK3I3EI3BS Always plenty of iii-store specials.

Visit The Razzberry Moose

Vl/ i\m _>
Half-price on any item during September with Colby ID

'
"
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Dinners

I

LEGBNDS^Tj ^P
J

AgnolottiPrimavera - & tomato, basil
pasta filled with lobster & shrimp
*NEW* Caesar 's Salad

Appetizer - $3.95
Dinner - $8.95
$4.95
with grilled chicken - $5.95

Lemon Pepper Fettuccini Alfredo •> a zesty

pepp ery dish with spinach/e gg fett ucini in

LIKE CHINATOWN IN
WATERVILLE

a touch of garlic oil

:free delivery*:

Designer Pizzas

*• • • • •¦• • • • • • • • • • •?
• • •

DINE IN SUN-THUR-10 % Student Discount

&
£
\
^
J^Reservations
WEEKEND
Reccommended
MON-THUR
FRI & SAT

SUNDAY

PURE VEG. OIL
v^ >s.

/ ii/ii*_ ^ \

^ *1
\^J
^—>^

11:00-9:00
11:00-10:00

12:00-8:00

served witha pesto bread - $6.95

Lemon Tarragon Chicken
with salad and parlied red potatos and sour cream ~ $5.95

AUTHENTIC HUNAN & SZECHUAN CUISINE

FOOTBALL
continuedfromp a g e12.
Austin attributes much of
Mannering and Smith' s success to
the stren gth of the offensive line.
"The offensive line reall y works
awfully hard /' said Austin. "They
are very efficient in g iving
IMannerin g and Smith] pro tection
and all."
Three-year starter and cocaptian Brian CSullivan '94 will
lead the "trench Mules" at center ,
with Mike Frazier '95 and Marc
Porter '95 at his side's at the guards
positions and Chuck Thompson '94
and Dan Marsh '95 at the tackle
slots.
Th e men up fr ont will give
Mannerin g time to hit down-field
regulars like split-end ChrisFossella
'95 and flankers Matt Morrissey '95
and Tyler Ra iny '95. Brett Nardini
'96 and John Grady '94 will double
asblockers and receivers at the tight
end slots.
Ta ilbacks Sean R edburn '96 and
M ike Mull in '94 will look for the
light at the end of the holes Smith
and CSullivan provide.
Co-Cap tain Sean Devine '94 and
returnin g All-NESCAC player Rich
Wagenknech t '94 will form a defensive front that will make up for the
loss of last year 's def ensive core of
linebackers Er ic DeCosta '93 and
Greg Suffredini '93 .
"We ar e very excit ed abou t our
defense ," said Austin. "They play
cer t ainly with grea t ent husiasm and
intensity. They do a wonderful job
of getti ng to t he ball and making
t hings happen. "
Free safe t y Adam Cot e '95 leads
an experienced secondary , wh ile
Mike McElaney '95, Mark J ackson
'95 and Ken Wilson '96 will suppor t
on the corners.
On September 25t h t he Mules
plan to take Williams to the bank ,
and then move on to the rest of the
NESCAC challengers. ?

goals in fifteen games, a stellar 0.70
jggj^gggfo
goals-against average.
^
Gp^eitfeS ^l be gunning for
the Mtdesbecauseof Colby's eighth
M ^^yiM
placerankin ginthe pre-seasonNew rrj ^y^^ f
Englan d poll, another obstacle in l
o^^^ jll ^
the Mules'path for an NCAA berth.
"A lot of teams overlooked us K i t ) 1U1S '
last year /' said Skulley, "Every
game this year will come down to
the last couple of minutes/' Q

- '\

877-7644

>

?(10.00 minimum w/ last delivery 15 minute s til closing)

15"

12"

Tex Mex - with salsa, jalepenos , onions ,
tomat oes, black olives, & guacamo le

$10.50 $14.95

Greek Pizza - a unique taste with pesto

$11.50 $14 50

Thai Pizza - peanu t sauce , marina ted
chicken , sundried toma t oes, onions , carro ts, mozzarella , & red peppers

$1195 $15 95

sauce , toma toes, greek olives, sundried
tomatoes, redpep pers , garlic, roas ted cashews, & t opped wit h feta
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Now on tap - BLUEFIN STOUT
Brewed in Kennybunkport, Maine
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Call now!

1-800-KAP-TEST
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([ Tooters and Shot Specials ]]
22oz Natural Light - $1.50
Free 5 foot Sub
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September 30th - Shipyard Ale B lowout
*Bring this ad and get 10% off on food in the Safari Bar *
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Safari Bar 873-2277
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V Andyou taproc.kWroIl
wastheonlytraiga CD player
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Interactiveprogramson CD-ROM
covereverysubjectfrompo tties tophysiobgy.
And they incorporate sound, animation, music —_ _ _ _
_^^
Becausea singleCD-ROM discstoresmore
informationthan 500floppydisks, you'll be able to
instantlyacmmt ^^ias ^ionaries
a
extensivedatabases- all withthe clickof a tnouse.
CD-ROMtechnology
bringsvastnew
capa Witfa to tf o
moreand morecomputerswtiltndude a CD-ROM
drive.Buy one, andyouYe makingan
investmentthat willlastyou wellinto thefuture ,
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more
Macintosh
$3270'
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gift pack
CO
FREE.
AppIeMacintosbCentris'u 6!C ^^H **
8/230with CD-ROM MacintoshColor
Displayand AppleExtendedKeyboard!! ,
'

CD-ROM technologyputs a world of information at yourfinger- our CD gift pack. Visityour^VppleCampus Reseller today.While you're
tips, and enables you to work with sound, video and animation. Buy there, ask about financing with the Apple'ComputerLoan!And ^L
the Macintosh Centris™ 610with CD-ROMdrive, and you'll also receive discover the power of Macintosh!The power to be your best? W„

For # of ^ut compu ter needs visit the "Macin t osh Office "
at t^
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HANNAH BEECH , Op inions Ed itor
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LETTERS A N DOPINIONS POWCY
The Id itorial is the official opinion of the paper.The other opinions expressed on this page are
not necessarily the views of The Colby Echo or its staff.
The Colby Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate
community. They should not exceed 200 words.
Lettersto the Editor should be typed. Lettersto the Editor must be signed and include either
an addressor a phone number. For publication on Thursday, letters must be received by The
Colby Echo no later than 8 p;m. Monday evening of the same week.
The Colby Echo reservesthe right to edit all submissions.

Turn off the tube

Upon walking int o Dana Dining Hall one might not
notice right away the change in scenery *It seems aw*
fully quiet lor dinner in Dana , though* Indeed , people
are no longer conversing or even sitting opposite each
other $o tha t theymight talk easily. Students sit sideby*sMe facing the back wall. They are watching the
Wheel q£ fortune .
The televisions jot the dining ha lis, the Student Cen»
terand the Streetoi the Libra ry areal lpartof "Moosenet/'
Moosenet was designed to foe a locked chann el infor*
mation network fb* events at Colby. We agree that it
sounds like a great idea, hut where is the information?
Bight now the College is hooking up Moosenet , and
it will soon lock out other television chann els- dedicating thenew televisionsto Moosenet No one isto blame
for this delay, but whymust we state at Headbanger 's
Baii like at bunch oi zombies?
Until Moosenet is insta lled, twrn off the televisions
and talk to each othe& In an age where discussion is
scarce and televisions dominate many homes, break
away from sitcoms and gameshows and communicate.
Weha vemoreimportantdecislons to makejthan whether
or nbt to buy a vowel*

Letters

Give the administration

a break

After Bill McKTbben's Spotlight Lecture last Thursday, a student asked what on earth "The Administration"
was doing by proliferating television sets around the campus. It was a reasonable question and he — and
everyone else — deserves an answer.
Some will recall that two springs ago a number of students were stomping around, among other things
disgruntled about shortages of good communication , strawberry jam in the dining halls, and cable TV. At the
time, some of us in The Administratj on as baffled by the allegation of bad communication, similarly annoyed by
the absence of strawberry jam, and — citing many of the reasons McKibben himself would have given —
uncertain about the demand for cable TV. In the end, the argument that Colby's splendid isolation begged a
better connection with the "real" world, it was agreed to bring on the cable. In addition to CNN and WCB came
the other stuff that dulls the senses.
So,inasmuch as we've already got the cable,what else can be done with it? Consider,please,that the amount
of paper used on this campus in any year is best measured in tons and in acres of trees. Much of it is used for
mass distribution of calendars, schedules and announcements. With the technology already in place, it was a
simple next step to dedicate one of the unused cable channels (#44) to special announcements and calendar of
events. So it was that over the summer TV sets were installed in the three dining places, at the Student Center
and on the Main Street of the Library.
Within a few days we expect that we will have puzzled out the software (Channel 44 will be prompted from
my office) and be "on line" thereafter. We welcome ideas, advice and assistance as we get used to running the
thing. Eventually we can all plan to be weaned from the hard copies of Mooseprints and other such things. When
that day comes I fully expect there will be some wailing over the loss, but I also hope that there will be a chorus
of cheers for the environment.
Earl Smith
Dean of the College

You are not alone: being a Colby non-drinker
BY AMYKLBORRELL
Contributing Writer
Twas the first night of loudness
an d all t hrough the Student Center,
peop le were dancing, pairing off,
and swaying to the beat of intoxication.
It was last Saturday night that I
had it — a Scooby-Doo flashback to
my first week of my first year. It
was this time two years ago that I
realized that much of Colby's social
scene revolves around the keg.
A moment of panic followed my
momentof revelation. Where would
I, seemingly the only non-drinker
on campus, find a place? I was not
shunned by my friends who drank,
but I did not want to watch them

drink, either. It was boring, sometimes disturbing, an d my friends
did not quite know what to do with
me while they were drinking.
By sheer luck a fellow COOTer
was a resident in the first chem-free
dorm, Sturtevant, and I started
spending considerable amounts of
time there.
A chem-free dorm is a great alternative to regular dorm life. I've
found the level of personal courtesy runs a little higher, including
the "no-puke-all-over-the-bathroom"form of respect.
I spent a lot of my first semester
shuttling back and forth between
two extremes. By week I existed
happily in my dorm, by weekend I
was practically a Sturtevant resident.

As the year progressed, I met
others who felt they, too, were the
only ones who had made the choice
not to drink. I also met people who
drank occasionally and responsibly, a choice that is sometimes obscured the first few weeks of constant partying.
Alcohol is both available and
abused on this campus, but it is not
the only way to have a fulfilling
college experience. This is obvious
to me now, but it did not seem so at
first glance.
So to the others who felt overwhelmed on the FirstNightof Loudness, I sympathize with your pain.
Remember that there are friends on
campus who do not share in the alltoo-typic al Col by b ooze an d
schmooze weekend .?
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by Andy Vernon

M6re moriey down this drain
This week the Student Association ! will decide
whether to continue Stu-Ad s, a program that netted

$10,00P a year ago tot tm$%& du>& If they choose to

continue / Stu-Ads will net only about $3^000 this year ,
Wha tever Stu-A decides,,the foutoap will cost the orga nization a valuable source of revenue , In addition , the
blund er has angered mmy local business peop le, .
Before 1990 if dubs needed additional fundin g they
had to go directly to businesses in Waterville to Iind
sponsors. With Stu *Ads, a single person raised money
f ot ail Colby dubs , By having business*** pa y to Advertise on Colby products/ Stu-A rai sed mowy to support
old clubs and start new ones. Stu:A could also have used
this fe ar's revenue to heljg gajr of!its debt
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Op inions

Smokers butt out

Note that the new law does not ban smoking altogether. Smoking in private areas is
acceptable, so smokers can still go to their
rooms and light up.Colby residents can even
Gagging on smoke has never been my vote on whether they want their hall lounges
idea of fun,so smokinghas never appealed to to be smoking or non-smoking.
me. If somebody elsewishes to smoke, that's
Smokers can also smoke outside. Cries
fine, but I don't want to smell smoke in my that Maine's winter weather is inhospitable
hair, my clothes or in my breathing space. are unfair . Assuming the proper attire, cold
That is why the new Maine law that prohibits air does not inflict any permanent harm.
smoking in public areas like Colby academic Second-hand smoke, on the other hand, can
buildings and the Street of the Library gains kill.
my three cheers.
At Colby, smoker outcry is especially
Many smokers vehemently criticize the strong against the smoking ban in the Street
new law, which goes into effect in January, of the Library. Previously,non-smokers who
and Colby's decision to push forward the wanted to get to the Library had to hold their
starting date of the smoking ban to Oct. 4. breaths through the cloudy Street and dash
These smokers argue that they have rights up the stairs to the smoke-free upper floors.
protecting them from a ban on smoking. Now non-smokers will actually be able to
They should not be ostracized from public relax and take a study break in the Street.
areas just because they smoke, they claim.
Some smokers argue that since the three
However, the rights of those of us who do upper floors oi the library are smoke-free, the
not want our lungs to turn a pleasant black non-smokers should go there. This is wrong.
color from second-hand smoke should pre- The Library is for studying, and the Street is
empt smokers' desires for nicotine fixes. for relaxing. Non-smokers should be able to
Smokers ruin not only their own bodies by use both areas without endangering their
puffing on a cigarettes, but also the lungs of health.
anyone else in the room. The Surgeon
In conclusion, smoke does not obey perGeneral's proof is indisputable — exposure sonal space boundaries. It is invasive and
to second-hand smoke raises the risk of de- unhealthy. By banning smoking in public
veloping lung cancer.
areas, Maine law allows non-smokers to
breathe a little easie r . ?
LIFE'S A BEECH
By Hannah Beech
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Does Colby's fire code put
safety first?

So -we set certain regulation*to prevent flees-1emphasize the Word"certain"!1
<^tribtttai^Wni^r .
becauseihe College is inconsistent with
i ii i n i' . i
i i " in in i ' i i i ' i u m i i i u i n i i i " n i "n ' M H u i 'i i u
i' ".
$ _oW $afe 4o yon feet at Colby College? its regulations;
Incenseand cigarette use are allowed,
No> I dWt mean walking from Milter bi^ca»dle*areprohibj_ ed.TFne,a <!!and$fi
IJtary*o a residence hallsat night,14on*t
mean the CDs or mountain hikes stolen is an open flame white incenseand <riga~
eachyearfrnmjp_ople'srooms,I^n*talking nettea a*e burning mbers,but try droppingalit cigarette
a_t««_- -fiw_
on a corofDrier
3Fire regulations
andseewhat hapat Colby have been
of
lives
Respect
the
pens,
ignored by botSithe
A great many
your friends enough not to
administration and
houseriresin this
studentslor entirely
incineratethem.
country start b&
too long. Consider
cause a person
the possibility of
falls asleep while
losingall yotirW
smoking:- Considering that students'
sessions— of yonr Me— in a n re.
Matty of us complain about the regula- rooms***theirbedrooms,*burning eigationsthatcould saveour lives.Our lirecode retteember mightbe somewtatof a hazard to Colby'sresiden«*hali$Jf the Colby
tells i»s we cannot haw any open flames,
StudentHanrf btniktitles theisedion of<ram *
like candles, in oar toorns. We cannot gar*
nish our rooms with psychedelic ceiling pus security"Safety First," then it needs
hangingsand fiundreds ai Absolutads *We to remain consistent with,thisiheme further than a few pages of pretty prose.
cannot evenb«tJdlofls thai block the spray
A. fire is a bad thing to have engulf a
of the sprinkler system, Bnt these regularesidencebalJ,right?Anything that burns
tiortii could save ow lives.
Respect thelivesof yourfriend*enough when not monitored can cause a fJre/CorrecttThen<san't anythingfltatbutnswhen
not to incinerate them,A residencehall is
not moni toredengulfa residencehallWilh
not merely & bed, desk imd d*esser*it i*a
community,and communities-do not func- Ure? Colby regulations sfooatd prohibit
tion without respect. Correct me if I _n fire in anyform in the residenthalls,
Maybe this seems a bit asinine,butso
wrong,but respectinclndes notsettingyour
is this campus* effort to make our safety
neighborson fire*
eomefirsfcQ
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Stu-A needs you to show up
BY PETER MURPHY
Contributing Writer

Only about 150 people bothered to attend
last Wednesday's State of the College address given by President William Cotter and
Student Association President Marinel Mateo
'94 in the Student Center.
Granted, a State of the College address
was not the most enthralling possible activity
for the first night of classes, but it still was
shocking to see so few people present for
what was a well publicized event. It was
ironic that Mateo concluded her remarks by
asking students to get involved and join one
or more committees in front of only 150
people,or approximately 11percent of Colby
students.
Though the attendance was low at the

address , both the administration and Stu-A
showed they are trying to make Colby and its
policies reflect the needs and attitudes of its
community. President Cotter urged students
to take part in the Campus Community Committee. The committee will probe a wide
range of divisive campus issues like religious
understanding, free speech versus protected
speech, and how to best make the campus
comfortable for all who attend .
Clearly, both the Student Association and
the administration are working very hard
this year to involve and empower students.
They have gone to great lengths to include
everyone in the decision-making process.
Students should take the opportunity to get
involved rather than sit back and complain.
Now,do students really want to get involved ?

What do you think about the new Main e law that bans smokin g from
public areas such as academic buildings and the Street of the Library?
Hilary Anderson '95
'That's cool because you
have to compromise with the
peoplewho do smokeand those
who don't. The law doesn't infringe on non-smokers, and
smokers can smoke in their
rooms.

Elizabeth Labovitz '94
"I think it's a great law, and
I hope people have enough respect to abide by it."

Stephanie Healy '97
"I think it's good, because I
hate smokein an enclosed area."

Ad am Brown '96

"I think smokers have rights
too. You can't expect people to
stay outside and smoke in cold
Maine weather."

Kurt Niebuhr '94
"Concern for my health by
the state of Maine is flattering,
but I think I have the motor
skills to ask someone not to
smoke in front of me."
photos by Yuhgo Yarnaguchi
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Spoghtlight Lecture:
. Bob Harris
Who shot J F K' ?
Lorimer Chapel li' a.m.

^V
/ WaterviUe
°Pera K°™e \
\
/
8p.m.
\
/
Tickets are $15 and $18 and \\
\ / can be purchased at City Hall today \
\
\
\ [/ and tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Brigadoon

Stu A Movieand 9 p.m.
Unforg iven 7 p.m.
r
r
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Singer Cozy Sheridan
\
/
Coffeehouse
Maiy
Low
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/
8pVm
Free
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Movies:

\
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Hoyf s Cinema (873-1300 )

The Real McCoy, PG-13
The Man Without A Face, PG-13
The Fugitive,PG-13
Undercover Blues, PG-13
Sleepless in Seattle, PG
Fo rtress, R
Needful Things, R
Hard Target,R

•

Shi A Movie:
. ;
1T ,
Unforgiven 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

I
/

\\ All-campus
A11
C V Your
D Roommate//
Screw
Under the Sea
/
\
9 p.m. to 1a.m.
/
\

\ Student Center /^
^

Railroad Square Cinema
(One dollar off on Monday and
Wednesday nights with a Colby
I.D.)
Manuf acturing Consent: Noam
Chomsky and the Media
Last showing tonight at 6:30 p.m.

y£tu-A Movie: Unforgivin g
\
/
3, 7, and 9 p.m.

I

//
/

Stu-A's Welcome Aboard Series
Musical group Inn-O-Vation
Page Commons Room
9 p.m. to l a.m.

\
\\

Portland String Quartet
Lorimer Chapel 8 p.m.

\

\
\
\
\
J
/
//

Rick Bishop Trio
/
\ You Know Whose Pub /

^v£p.m. to 12 ajn ^/

Un Coeur en River (A Heart in
Winter)
Last showing toni ght at 9:30 p.m-.

^v
/
/
Faculty Music Concert
\
\
Chapel
Lorimer
/
/
3 p.m.
\
\
/
j
y
^
Swordsman
j
\
Strider Theatre 8 p.m.
J
Tickets: $2 with Colby ID
\
Box Ofice hours:
/
5
/
Friday 3:30 p.m. to p.m.
\\
Saturday 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
/
\ Sunday 2 p.m. to showtime /
\
/>
^
^\

^^

The Panama Deception
Tuesday,Sept.21-Thursday,Sept.
23, at 6:45 p.m.

What's Love Got to do With It
Friday,Sept. 17-Monday Sept.20,
7 p.m. and 9:20 p.m.; 1 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday
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BY REBECCA »IAWN
ContributingWriter
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BY HEATHER LOGAN
A&E Co-Editor
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A new whimsical and charm•^fc^^^V^^P ^ -c 7«;%flKfil|l:7:: V :7 ' '
ing exhibit now occupies the second floor of the Colby Art Museum. The Prints of Wayne
Thiebaud exhibit was organized
by the American Federationof Arts.
It provides a look at the full range
of Thiebaud's graphic works.
Thiebaud spent most of his life
in California, where he was bom.
Both his palette and subject matter
suggest his California roots. His
color choices reflect the cool and
light California landscape, while
the subject matter mirrors the idiosyncrasiesof a commercially bombarded society.
Thiebaud began painting still
lifes of various common place objects in the 1960's.Everything fro m
gumball machines to lipstick tubes
B_______ -¦'
caught his eye. Big Suckers, 1971,
typifies the funky images which
Thiebaud chooses to portray. The
works all hold a cartoon-like essence as the artist denies them any
interpretive qualities.
Thiebaud also looks at the
streets of San Fransisco as an ex'¦
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innovative as the clarity of the
photo courtesyof the AmericanFederation of the Arts
physical objects is juxtapo sed with
skewed perspective.
by Wayne
The exhibit will remain at The Gumball Machine , color linoleum cut, 1971,
Art Museu m until Nov. 9.
Colby Art Museum through Nov. Thiebaud ia on view in the Colby
:
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New on video:
Alive
Children of the Corn II
Fire in the Sky
Full Contact
National Lampoon 's Loaded Weapon
Running Cool
Skateboard Kid

Portland String Quartet to
play at Lorimer Chapel

Artis t Wa yne Thiebaud:
a San . Franci sco treat

___________
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On Sunday,Sept 39 at£pm/
tbe PortlandString Quartet will
performin torimerChapetkicking off the Music Departments
annual performance swtes*
: The Quartet will perform
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's
Onftrtet in Wf otHt i m> Mtmttee

.^Jfe! ^^

Kecslcemethy* Ronald LantZ/
Julia Adams and Paul Hoss are
Artisis*in*)Re5i<lenceat the <6_ »
iege,Al!fowalsohotdfeonor«wy
doctorate degrees from Colby..
la
Tfce Qnsirte^ iottned 1969,
Hasrecordedttlefompletespring
q mxtzieompositfows by Ernest
Blodh, Gmr%*Chadwkk and
Walter Piston. The group also
performs concertsan4 conducts
workshops.
AtCnlbjfr thePortlandString
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The return of re al men?
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BYMARKDANTOS
Contributing Writer

Two 17th century gentlemen
called "The Swordsmen"will grace
the stage in Strider Theater on Sund ay, Sept. 19th at 8 p.m.
Dirk Perfect and Guido Crescendo (played by David Woolly
an d D oug Mumaw, respectively)
will display their comic and combat talents on stage for the Colby
community in a demonstration of
Renaissance style chivalry and o neon-one sword combat.
The two Chicago-based actors
and theatrical combat specialists
intend to illustrate what they publicizeas "the forgotten arts of manly
posturing, poetry, hand-kissing and
swordplay."
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Jim Thurston, adjunct assistant
professor of performing arts, said
the production will be "a lot of fun
—light with a lotof gags."It will be
"a change from some of the heavy
stuff l ate r in the semester [at
Strider]/' he said.
Woolly and Mumaw have performed in venues from Texas to
N ew York, including the Second
City comedy cJ.ub in Chicago. Dick
Sewell, adjunct associate professor
of performing arts, first spotted the
duo at the New England Vaudeville Festival in Gardiner, Mass.
Tickets for the ninety minute show
are $3 ($2 f or students and senior citizens), Box office hours: Friday 330
p.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday 4 p.m. to 5
p .m. and Sunday 2 p.m. to showtime.
No advance reservations are taken.,?

Artsand Entertainment

Art beyond Bixler
et

BY AMY KEIM & HEATHER
LOGAN
A &E Co-Editors

The wallsare anything but bare
at Colby. Maybe the walls in your
new room could use a little poster
action,but the rest of the campus is
jam-packedwithwhatiscommonly
called art. Even the Health Center
houses some pretty wild works.
Believe it or not,it is possible to
spend an afternoon lookingat genuine artwork without stepping foot
in the Colby Art Museum.
Begin a "tour" in the Lunder
House, where you will (indBobbing
Boats,anoil painting fromtheColby
Art Museum's permanent collection , floating behind the
receptionist's desk.
Next, head left into the admissions waiting room. The decor is
upscale-yet-rustic contemporary
with a Maine flair,complete with a
wooden seagull and rooster, a
painting of a log cabin, wooden
bookshelves and lots of plants.
The adjoining conference room
is a bit more sophisticated. Here

hangs a self-portrait by Lisa Black
*92, whose use of primary colors
contrasts the sober green walls.
Outside the offices of financial
aid, a haunting charcoal drawing
sits in the hallway waiting to be
hung. The large piece,by Eric Miles
'93, was purchased by President
WilliamCotter'sdiscretionaryfund
last year.
"It's a wayof showing potential
students that there is a vibrant art
community on campus. It says a lot
about the College and our commitment to the arts/'said David Jones,
assistant dean of admissions.
J gg&es also said that Hugh
Gourly, director of the museum,
Lynn Dean Marsden-Atlass, assistant director of the museum, and
GregWilliams,museumpreparator,
were responsible for selecting and
hanging the artwork for the Lunder
House.
"It's a nice touch," said Ludger
Duplessis, associate director of financial aid.
Next, cross Mayflower Hill
Drive and head up to the third floor
of Eustis. It is a gallery of sorts. An
American Impressionist collection

whispers with hushed tones and
gentle brushstrokes. A glance into
the Board Room offers some early
American paintings, whichfit well
with the serious mahogany furniture.
An Alex Katz painting is the
focus in Dean of Faculty Robert
MacArthur's office. In this painting,a woman in a pink dress stands
against a backdrop of green,warming up the office.
Next, venture into Lovejoy to
seethe Jacob Lawrence print in the
waitingarea.The scene illustrates a
protest.
Don't forget the Health Center.
It provides amusement beyond
your wildest expectations. The
Center's director, Dr. Alan Hume,
has been collecting fine art prints of
wolves for fifteen years. Some of his
framed prints hang in the reception
p hoto by Cina Wertheim
area on the second floor, and there
A painting in the Health Center: mushro om or atomic cloud ?
are even a few in the sickrooms.
"Students were complaining above the upstairs front desk. An atomic cloud? You can read a lot of
that they were tired of looking at intense red mushroom-like shape things into it," said Hume.
End the tour in Miller library,
the bilious yellow walls up there," looms above an abstract landscape
of white-capped mountains and a where Harriet Matthews'sculpture
said Hume.
Mountains and Clouds sits majestiContrasting the wolf prints is a green-clouded sky.
"Is it a mushroom, or is it an cally in the entranceway.Q
large abstract painting hanging

U2's latest album Zoorop a is psychedelic and unexpected

BY ZAHID CHAUDHARY
Contributing Writer

The release of U2's latest work,
Z ooropa,came as a surprise to fans
as well as to the media. Themix of
exotic and alternative sounds marks
the group's progression beyond The
J oshua Tree and Achtung Baby.
The album was released on July
6,during the Zoo TV tour. Bono,the
lead singer, claims that the album
presents the band's thoughts and
state of mind during the Zoo TV
tour.
U2,intended Zooropa to be an EP
(an extended-play single), but the
band members had so many new
ideas, they produced a full-fledged
album.

sizers with effective, low and probing vocals."Bab y f ace" pro vokes an
image of a person obsessed with an
erotic,frozen TVimage. "Catchyour
brightblueeyes / In the freeze frame
/ I've seen them so many times... /
Babyface, Babyface / Slow down
child, let me untie your lace".
The album also includes more
exotic songs, like "Zooropa" and
"Stay (Faraway, So Close!)," which
are reminiscent of Achtung Baby.
"Stay (Faraway, So Close!)/' is
one of the better songs on Zooropa..
The song is written from an
admirer's point of view as he is
caught in a destructive relationship.
Although the song sounds somewhat like "So Cruel" from Achtung
Baby, it is nevertheless a very powerful song: "If I could stay.-.thenthe
night would give you up / Stay
then the day would keep its trust /
Stay with the demons youdrowned
/ Stay with the spirit I found / Stay
and the night would be enough".
"Lemon","Daddy's Gonna Pay
For Your Crashed Car",and "Some
Days Are Better Than Others" are
U2 is not planning an exclusive the lighter, more playful songs on
"Zooropa" tour, but they are cur- the album.
Zooropa is lessinterestingtoward
rently performing songs from
the
end. Beginning with "The First
Zoorop a on their European tour.
Time", the album
The album
goes downhill for
is a good mix
the next two songs.
of different
The songs betypes of songs.
come tedious and
From the relastretched ,
as
tively fastthough' they were
p a c e d
products of unsuc"Lemon " to
cessful improvisathe slow, dark
tion. "Dirty Day "
atmosphere of
"The Wand erer,"Zooropa covers all and "The Wanderer"are not as dynamicand creativeas the restofthe
the bases.
Zooropa is stranger than Achtung songs on Zooropa.. Bono sounds
Ba by —some songs linger at the exceedingly bored in "Dirty Day,"
brink of psychedelia. "Num b," for as he reluctantly allows his vocal
i ns tance , is an interesting mix of chords to trail off in half-hearted
arcade sounds and pulsing synthe- notes.Q

Zooropa''s strength lies in the exotic and alternative sounds of most
of its other songs, like the title track
and "Numb." U2 has mastered its
art and most songs on the album are
a testimony to the band's talent.
Somemaycomplain that Zooropa
sounds too similar to Achtung Baby.
Dependingon one's view,that may

actually be a favorable characteristic.
Despite someexceptions, Bono's
vocals are as powerful and as moving as ever; the background music
is psychedelic and effective. Zooropa
may not be as successful as Achtung
Baby , but it is a great try on U2's
part.Q
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TOP RUNNERS LOST: Ben Trevor (memWomen's Volleyball
ber of last year's top seven)
HEAD COACH:SheilaCain,3rdseason;37RUNNERS
TO WATCH: Brian Carlson '94
26
Oast year's "Most Valuable Runner"),
1992 RECORD: 24-7; 3rd in NESCAC, 2nd
Jason Bologna *94 (last year's "Most Imin Maine, 3rd in N.E.Div. Ill
proved Runner"), Chad Sisson "96 (last
TOP PLAYERS LOST: Karen Oh '93
year's "Rookie of the Year")
PLAYERS TO WATCH: Caroline Ketcham
"96: First TeamAll-State,94% serve,top
hitter, top blocker
TOP NEWCOMERS: Anna Thomson '97; Women's Soccer
Julie Lynch V7
HEAD COACH: Carol Anne Beadi,2nd seaCAPTAINS: OMeen Brennan '94; Kristin
son, 9-5
Scheible '94
1992 RECORD; 9-5
TOP PLAYERS LOST: Katie Donovan '93,
Pam Crebase '93
PLAYERS TO WATCH: Megan Rtzpatrick
Women's Cross-Country
'94( 5goals,6 assists);Tara Estra '94 (5
HEAD COACH: Debbie Aitken, 9th season
goals)
TOP RUNNERS LOST: Heather Hughes
'93; Jennifer Hartshorn '94; Amy TOP NEWCOMERS: Jenny Lawrence '97,
Sweeper; Erika Moore '97,goalkeeper;
Checkos '94
Stacy Joslin '97, goalkeeper
RUNNERS TO WATCH: Michelle Severance (Three time All-American, Third CAPTAINS: Christy Everett '94; Brooke
Porteous'94
in NESCACs);Lena Ascenso '95; Beth
Tim '95; Susan Hale '95
TOP NEWCOMERS; Robin Art '97; Elizabeth Fagj an '97;Christine Brown '97
Women's Tennis
CAPTAINS:;Lenia Ascenso'95; Susan Hale HEAD COACH: John Illig, 2nd season
'95; Michelle Severance '94
TOP PLAYERS LOST: Tri-captains Reena
Chandra '93; Tina Buffum '93; Kim
;
Carlson '93
PLAYERS TO WATCH: Rachel Kleinman
Men's Gross-Country
HEAD COACH: James Wescbtt, 15th s&r-]
: ' son . ¦ '/ ' ' '
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HEAD COACH: Mark Serdjenian 73,17th
season, 166-95-22
1992RECORD: 11-4-1,ECAC semi-finalist
TOP PLAYERS LOST: Rod Corey 93
PLAYERS TO WATCH: Marc Small 96,
fbrward;ChrisRus_er95
,middie;Kelly
Flynn 94, middle; Brian Pompeo 95,
stopper; Aram Goudsouzian 94, fullback; Caleb Mason 95, goalie
TOP NEWCOMERS:Matt Barlow 95, forward; Tyler Vyalker 96,midfielder
CAPTAINS:PatrickSkulley94,midfielder;
Ethan Spencer 94,forward

Golf

HEAD COACH: Sid Farr '55
TOP PLAYERS LOST: Rob Carbone 93;
Jack Higgins 93
PLAYERS TO WATCH: Mark Roark 95,
Adam Norman 96, Bryan Raffetto
TOPNEWCOMERS:BrianPost97;Randall
Hall '97
CAPTAIN: Keith Gleason '94
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The Music Gallery
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Maine Made Shop
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Levine's .
The Iron Horse Bookstore

Choose your B.D. Baggies from our
large assortment of solids and strip es in all cotton
oxford; pure and simp le and now already bro ken in.
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Elm City Photo Service , Inc.
The Classic Clothier
Berry!s Stat ioners
Plan t's Alive , Inc.
The Paragon Shop

PRE-L AUNDERED
M.dei „ us.A.
ON SALE NOW
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HEAD COACH: Tom Austin, 8th year
1992RECORD:5-3
TOP PLAYERS LOST: Dave McCarthy 93
(recieving: 338 yards, 2T.D.S, rushing:
4.2 y*rds per carry, four T.D.s) Greg
Suffredini 93, linebacker-Eric DeCosta
93, linebacker
PLAYERS TO WATCH: Matt Mannering
95, quaterback, Brad Smith '96
(NESCACand ECACDivisionlllrookie
. of the year),Brian CSullivan 94,center,
Rich Wagenknecht 94,noseguard (AllStar, 31 sacks)
TOP NEWCOMERS: Thomas Beedy '97,Defensive Back (Brid geton Academy);
LawaunCurry'97 (BrooJclineHS);Jerrod
• Deshaw (Burlington HS)
CAPTAINSrSeanDevine 94,defensiveend;
, Brian O'Sullivan 94, center

Tard ifs Jeweler 's

___________

7 M£2_y__(.«.§*l
¦

Men's Soccer

Football

On Monday September 20, 1993 , the following businesses
have generously agreed to donate 10% of the profit from
your purchases to the Mid Maine Interfaith Homeless Shelter. Simply show this ad to the cashier at the partic ipating
store and you will automatically contribute to easing the
burden of homelessness in central Maine .

B.D; BAGGIES '" trace their origin
to 1919 and young Bradf ord Dexter
Ba gg, who, while rummaging in the
attic ,, discovered a trunk of his
father 's old clothes. Determined to
fill his father 's ample shoes, Bradford took the first step by trying on
one of his father 's old shirts, To his
- surprise, th ou gh a bit f u ll , it fit. Ii.
fact , everything in the trunk fit and
was well made and comfortable , so
that when Fall came, Bradford took
the trunk back East with him to
school. Classmates admired Bradford's "new" wardrobe , and soon the
extra-roomy clothes with the lived-in
character were called B.D. BAGGIES'" in honor of the firs t (or se¦B
¦
¦ -¦•
¦cond)
person to wear them,
.•

' ¦ ¦' '. !• ;
' • • (' • ¦

96;Kate LaVigne 95; CourtneyMarum TOP PLAYERSLOST: Tamiko Davies 93
96
PLAYERS TO WATCH:Stephanie Bunker
TOP NEWCOMERS: Wendy Ridder 97;
95,MichelleSaterlee/CindyKelley96
Sarah Ummel 97
CAPTAINS: Stephanie Bunker 95, Amy
CAPTAINS: Kate Lavigne95;Holly Martin
Marchildon 94,MichelleSattlerlee 94
95

Support the Homel ess Sheltei !!! I^^H^^ H^^^ tt
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Basch-1/4 Bar rel $23.50 + +
Busch A Natural light Bar Bottles $11,19++per case
7
Natural Light ¦1/2 Bar rel $33.50 + +
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Women s soccer gets a
second chance at EC AG's
"Last year we won the
games we were expected
to win, this year weneed
to win some we aren 't
expected to."
Led by captains
Christy Everett '9A and
Brooke Porteous '94, the
Lady Mules plan to make
their best run yet at the
playoffs this fall. Despite
the losses of All-New England midfielder Katie
Donovan '93 and team
leader Pam Crebase '93 to
graduation , Beach is enthusiastic about her
team's chances.
Complicatin g this
goal is a rash of injuries
and illness in the pre-season. However , Eteach still
expects her team to be as
ready physical ly as they
are mentally in time for
the beginning 'of the
NESCAC season.
"We need to balance
both the physical and
mental aspects , of the
garne to remain iuccess:
!
:
I
—
photooby Yuhgo Yamaguchi ftd/'saidAlyssaBensetler
'95. "I think we are doing
Co-captain Christy Everett '94.
that right now, and if we
can maintain the balance we will improve on
BY JOSH STEVENS
last year 's record ."
Gdfithbutrn Writer
l
refers
Players to watch this year include senior
¦
¦
¦
;, .:1«d ;U7s- • :;•: ".• 7' -v
. ..
strikers Megan Fitzpatrick , the team's leadto ing scorer in1992 with 5 goals and 6 assists ,
..yji^P^I J ^jol./^ne;Beach
th^lS^iseay^^ikwl^iain S VeSiT *°r tne and Tara Estra , who looks "really strong in
Colby women's soccer team despite its nine the pre-season ," according to Beach.
win season that set the single-season win Bensetler , currently sidelined with a minor
total record for theentire prog ram.This sea- injury, rounds off a strong front linefolding
son, Beach's players hope to improve on that three of the team 's four leading scorers from
record and make the post-season for the first last season.
time in the program 's history.
Beach plans to fill the goalkeeper vacancy
This year 'steam is one of the largest in the created when Alison Lutz transferred from
program 's history with 31 players on the Colby with the tandem of Erika Moore '97
squad, and 20 on the game roster. Beach is and Stacy Joslin *97. Both will share the ducountin g on the experience of the elder play- ties in the cage this season.
ers to carr ythe team through a tough early
Abalanced 3-3-41ineup, oounti ng on equal
schedule which includ es road tr ips t o "stepping up" from each of the positions,
M iddlebury, Norw ich, Amhers t, Bowdoin willallow forward sto strike downfield while
and Plymouth State.
ma intaining a st rong defense, according to
"VVhat we really need to do is step it up Beach.Q
and win t heb iggames t b is year," said Beach.

Youn g,restless ,
and read y

tough competition.
Rounding out t he second half of the six
singles slots are Ellen Derrick '% , Wendy
Ridder '97, and Sarah Ummel '97. Derrick ,
Newcourtsarenott heonly thing t hatt he who was a tennis walk-on last year, should
women'stennis team hasgoing for them this come on strong this year along with Ridder
foil. Although half of the starting singles and Ummel. Eri n Brenner '97 and Becky
players gradua ted this spring ,the top three Trufan t '96arealsoitic ontention fora8pot in
singles players have returned for the fall the starting line-up. Co-captain Holly Marseason. With only one player graduating in tin '95 is but of the line-up due to a recurring
the next two years, the team is young but knee injury *
The first two matches of the year are this
experienced.
For theu pcomtngseasonRachelKlelnman Friday andSaturday against Middlebury and
'96, who played number two singles last Plymouth State. (K.C.)
year, has moved to the number one slot followed by co-captain Kate LaVigne .'95 at the
two spot and Courtney Marum '96 in the
three slot. • ,
LaVigne; last year 's Maine State Cham When coachSheiiaCain and t hewomen's
pion, and Weinman spen t last summer playing tennis together in Germany. The bearish volleyball team wom24-7in their first yearas
dud, combined with Marum , a standou t ice a varsi ty spor t, the squad prove d they dehockey player in¦ the winter,¦ is ready for served thoir elevated status. Now that they

One year older ,
one year bette r
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have lost only one st ar t er fr om last year and
finished second in t he Conne cticut College
Tourn amentonSept.ll ,theLady Mul eshop e
to become not jus t a member of Colby vars ity
spor t s, but a leader.

Behind the depth of a youn g but experi enced team, Colby Women's Volleyball endured ten hours of hard fought matches to
capture the second place title.
The team will look to senior captains Colleen Brennan and KristenScheibleand sophomore All-State outside hitter Caroline
Ketcham to lead the way.
"We have lots of return ing start ers who
played a lot last seasonand are continuin g to
get better /'said Cain.
After it stremendous season last year ,t his
year's team faces a tougher schedule, but
Cain insist s tha t it is a much bett er team and
should take their play up several levels.
"Wehavealo t ofwork todo,bu t lhaveno
doubt that we will improve throughout the
season," said Gain .(R.M. )

Bowdoin don't get
no respect

The men'scross-coimtry team 's first meet
is on October 24th, when they run against
rival Bowdoin. However, this matchup does
not meritthe traditional preparatory empha-

sis know to CBB meets. At least not for Head
Coach J im Wescott.
"I don't want to over-race the kids, sothat
there is sti ll some excit ement and freshness
in their legsfor those meet sthat reall y count,"
said Wescott. "We are t wo mon t hs away
from where we really want to do our best."
The crux of the season comes af t er the
Bowdoin meet when the Mules compete in
t he New England Division III meet, the
(NESCAC ) meet, and t he Nat ionals at t he
end of t he season, according to Wescott.
Coach Wescott plans continuous, but not
overly st renuous , training early in the preseason in order to reach team goals. The
Mules are aiming to hold their State Champion crown for ano ther year,to be successful
again in the N.E. Division HI meet; and to
haveat leastacoupleof team members make
it to the Nationals.
The team has several stron g runne rs returning fromlast year, including co-captains
Brian Carlson '94 and Jason Bologna *94 who
could turn Wescotf s goals into reality. The
team also includes Abe Rogers '95, who last
year placed tenth in the New England Division HI meet and this summer placed eighth
in the world in the junior division of the
triathalons. The Mules also look forwa rd to
success from first-year runner Ray Regan.
(S.R.)

Fall Sports
Preview
continued
on p age 11.

Watc h out NCAA

photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi

Pat Skulley '94 looks to lead men's soccer to the NCAAtournament. Skulley will be the backbone behind the Colby men 's soccer team's NCAA bid.

f
Men s soccer eyes
post-season play

Women's X-County Football team
ready for NESCACs ready for Williams
BY CHRIS DAVENPORT
fli^Hi^HIIHIIH^i^^HHl
Sports Editor
¦
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BY JAC COYNE

Asst. Sports Editor
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Pat Skulley always finds himself in the middle of the
soccer f ield, where he has been a fixture for the last three
seasons as center midfielder. This year,Skulley f i n ds hi m self
in the middle of the race for a berth in the NCAA Tournament.
Skulley, a 5'11" center m idf ielde r, has proved his compete n ce si n ce he f ir st stepped on the H ill , contributing substantiall y to an ECAC finalist team as a skinny first year from
Wa kef ield , Mass. For this year's tea m to re ach its poten ti a l ,
Skulley must prove to be a veteran, performing to the hig he st
level personally while simultaneously making all the players
around him better.
"He does a little of everything," said fellow senior cocaptain Ethan Spencer. "W ithout Skulle y, we are not nearly
tho team we are. He can play anywhere on the field and just
dominate."
Skulley, from his position at center-mid field , is the f ield
general of an extremely talented Colby men's soccer team.
This year the Mules return 10 starters from the 11 spots on a
10-4-1 team that fell a goal short of the ECAC finals a year ago.
This seasoned talent brings high expectations for another
strong season and perhaps a chance at the NCAA Divsion III
Champ io n shi ps.
I think there is some pressure having only lost one
senior," said Spencer, "but this team is not complacent."
Spencer will be another key to success this season as he

Coach Tom Austin and the Colby football team simply
want to "take one game at a time"this season.However, with
the possibilities of a third consecutive winning season — for
f
the first time since 1958,'59and '60—and a sixth straight CBB
^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^M^^^^^&
crown, the future looks too tempting to ignore.
Colby opens up the regular season at home against the
Williams Ephmen on Saturday, Sept. 25, a team Austin has
im^^iW^WW
^^^S^^^^iW^M^ never beaten in his eight-year tenure as head coach. Despite
last year's tough 6-10 loss to the E phmen, the Mules feel more
national championship/'said Aitkm ;
confident
now that they have the home field advantage and
Led by three time All-AmericanMichelleSeverance
a 7-1 two-year record on Mayflower Hill.
'94, Ai tken'ssquad Is putti itg fear into thehearts of front*
"It is a classic NESCAC game," said Austin. "We've made
run new fcowdoir
t and WUtfam*:
a big thing about playing at home. I think more than anything
"fThe Colbyrunner?)really did theirhomework over
f;
we
have to play within ourselves and play good sound
the summer," said AJtkein "Many o them have imfootball from all aspects. We'll match up very well, it 's just a
proved their tiWfrom 3d seconds to as much as a minute
case of who gets the job done. Certainly, playing at home is a
frotnayearflfco/'
great advantage for us."
Severance, one of the top tfve runners in New EnDue to schedule rotation this will be the last time the
gland, is tbeforceof the team, Arnongher supporters are
Mules face Williams for a few years, which is an added
tenia Ascenso *95, who is j u_( now back to full strength
T
incentive to beat Williams, according to Austin.
following m inj ury in her first year,feeth Tim 95 arid
l
The Mules "youthful maturity " stems from quarterback
Susan Hale " 9& both of whom reported back to Colby in
Matt
Mannering '95 and fullback Brad Smith '96, who was
«xcepttonal;shape.
named to the All-NESCAC team last year. Both were forced
Tlie number two wrw tf f>*>nt kst yeasr, Jeiw ifw
to step into the spotlight last season and should be able to
c^rjgl h^g^
spark the offense now that they have a year of experience
under their belts.

See SOCCER on pa ge 4.
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See FOOTBALL on page 4.

